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General Synopsis for Episode #1210B
In Pets.tv INSIDER episode viewers go behind the scenes with host Christina Dietz and
Duchess about 3 special places to visit and learn. Briana Messerschmidt at Hollywood
Paws is a dog trainer and talent agent who shares what it takes for a dog to become a
‘doggie star’. After the basic behaviors are mastered dogs are then taught fundamental
studio work. As a talent agent Briana looks at many photos of dogs and talks to the
owners to see if the dogs are in training. This helps her determine if they might be able to
act. Katriana Bozzi, co-founder of STAR ECO Station states, “Animals are ambassadors
to teach about their country, what are good pets and what should stay in the wild”.
Viewers are introduced and provided information about some special exotic animals at
the center. ECO Station has a mobile museum that goes into the community by visiting
schools with an educational outreach program. Animal exhibits allow students to interact
with exotic and dangerous animals and educates students on animal conservation.
Cabrillo Marine Aquarium is located in San Pedro, CA. The aquarium is located next
to the ocean and the Cabrillo Coastal Park where visitors can go on whale watching
cruises. The museum’s touch pools provide opportunities for visitors to touch sea stars,
sea urchins and sea anomies. The aquarium’s aquatic nursery is a research lab where they
breed and raise baby animals to fill the aquarium’s tanks and share with other institutions.
Observation and Conclusion
Episode #1210B is an engaging and entertaining show that will hold the interest of young
viewers as they watch and learn what it takes for dogs to develop acting skills for
television, movies and commercials, visit a marine aquarium and gain interesting and
informative knowledge about the ocean and facts about exotic and dangerous animals.
This episode of Pets.tv delivers an educational and informational message that supports
current social, intellectual and emotional aspects of children ages 13 and up. Attributes
and advice emphasized by guests instill a grounded balance of priorities, commitment,
and perseverance children can apply to their lives.
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